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OnE F » 11/22/63 Affairs (Att: Mr. Daly” 
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DALLAS, TEXAS of 

Re Bureau teletype dated 3/31/77. 

a Re Bureau teletype sets ferth appropriate bask- 
ground regarding the George DeMohrensehilét aspect ef this 

ease including a summary ef Miani Division's interview ef 

"Reader's Digest” investigative reporter Edward J. Epstein 

and the activities ef Duteh journalist Willem Oltmans. 
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suggested to Epstein that he contact the UL 

y the FBI regarding his ebservations ard 

stein indieated that he would be amenable to veing reinter- 

py the FBI regarding Cltmans and the DeMohrensehildt 
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In summary, Epstein told dat DeMohrensehildt 

andicated during an interview with Epstein that he, 

hrenschildt, was drugged and manipulated by Oltmans while 

traveling in Belgium during Mareh,1977. In addition, Oltuans 

eontacted a Soviet in Belgium, by the name of Evan Alexsandro- 

Aveo Wish Denisov, who was interested in DeMohrenschildt's relation- 

Dat AD ies — ship yith Lee Harvey Oswald. rh HOS 
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‘Few York pivisten ts: instructed te ‘contact wee 
Gnvestigative reporter Edward J. retain shreugh "Reader's 

‘ Digest" editor Fulton T. Osler, er threugh New York telephone 
‘numbers 288-286) ew 972-6175. es : Feo E A 

  

    
   

is to be int 
the information he provided te 

dn detadl regarding 
as well es onner inter-C£) | 

ion te provide regarding... . 

George DeMohrensehildt, Lee ‘Marvey Oswald, Willem Oltmans, ete: 

New York is requested te appropriately furnish 

a summary of your intervier with Epstein te FBINQ fellewed - -.- 
@ submission of the final results te Dallas fer their - 
lusign in an investigative repert. a
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Airtel to SAC, New York 
Re: ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT JOHN F. KENNEDY 

NOTE: This involves the continuing investigation regarding 
recent developments in the Kennedy assassination case as it 
relates to the suicide of George DeMohrenschildt, an associate 
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investigative reporter Edward J. 
(Slams 152 that Epstein had additi formation to repor 

egarding the DeMohrenschildt natter QAM: ciated certain( §$ 
facts, as presented to him by Epstein, to representatives o 
the Congressional Inquiry Unit, c. ite: the information cs 

  

   
     

  

   
    

  

provided was secondhand in nature. suggested to Epstein 
that he contact the Attorney Genera e FBI in order to 
make his firsthand observations known to the proper investigative 
agencies. Epstein indicated that he would be amenable to 
a reinterview by the FBI. Epstein caviseq pena he was(S ) 
satisfied with the way he was handled by gents in 
Palm Beach, Florida, subsequent to the apparent suicide of 
George DeMohrenschildt on 3/29/77. (Ge 735-3 that Epstein{ §% 
is currently in New York and may be ted through the @ 
"Reader's Digest" there. This instructs New York Division 
to contact Epstein regarding any additional information of 
value he may be able to provide. Based on the information 
provided, Bureau indices negative re Evan Alexsandrovich 
Denisov and (Fnu) Galazia (phonetic). 

      


